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One Nation Under God
A distinguished professor debunks the assertion that America's Founders were
deists who desired the strict separation of church and state and instead shows that
their political ideas were profoundly influenced by their Christian convictions. In
2010, David Mark Hall gave a lecture at the Heritage Foundation entitled "Did
America Have a Christian Founding?" His balanced and thoughtful approach to this
controversial question caused a sensation. C-SPAN televised his talk, and an essay
based on it has been downloaded more than 300,000 times. In this new book, Hall
expands upon this essay, making the airtight case that America's Founders were
not deists; that they did not create a "godless" Constitution; that even Jefferson
and Madison did not want a high wall separating church and state; that most
Founders believed the government should encourage Christianity; and that they
embraced a robust understanding of religious liberty for biblical and theological
reasons. In addition, Hall explains why and how the Founders' views are absolutely
relevant today. This compelling and utterly persuasive book will convince skeptics
and equip believers and conservatives to defend the idea that Christian thought
was crucial to the nation's founding--and that this benefits all of us, whatever our
faith (or lack of faith).

Waking Up
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Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a
collection of separate essays and articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton.
Following the United States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing
doctrines and policies of the States lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was
previously known, was constructed by American statesman Alexander Hamilton,
and was intended to catalyse the ratification of the United States Constitution.
Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to write
papers for the compendium, and the three are known as some of the Founding
Fathers of the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an American
lawyer, journalist and highly influential government official. He also served as a
Senior Officer in the Army between 1799-1800 and founded the Federalist Party,
the system that governed the nation’s finances. His contributions to the
Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on the early
development of the nation of the United States.

Letters From The Earth
Paul was the most influential figure in the early Christian church. In this epistle,
written to the founders of the church in Rome, he sets out some of his ideas on the
importance of faith in overcoming mankind's innate sinfulness and in obtaining
redemption. With an introduction by Ruth Rendell
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Letter to an Atheist Nation
"A hard-hitting polemic against religious fundamentalism" - Foreword by Richard
Dawkins 'Thousands of people have written to tell me that I am wrong not to
believe in God. The most hostile of these communications have come from
Christians. This is ironic, as Christians generally imagine that no faith imparts the
virtues of love and forgiveness more effectively than their own. The truth is that
many who claim to be transformed by Christ's love are deeply, even murderously,
intolerant of criticism. While we may want to ascribe this to human nature, it is
clear that such hatred draws considerable support from the Bible. How do I know
this? The most disturbed of my correspondents always cite chapter and verse.' So
begins Letter to a Christian Nation, Sam Harris's hard-hitting rebuttal of religious
fundamentalism and blind belief. With deceptively simple arguments, he
demolishes the myths on which Christianity was built, challenges believers to open
their eyes to the contradictions of their faith and warns us of the dangers of
America's ever increasing unification of Church and State. Sam Harris is the author
of the New York Times bestseller The End of Faith: Religion, Terror, and the Future
of Reason and winner of the 2005 PEN/Martha Albrand Award for First Non-fiction.
He is a graduate in philosophy from Stanford University and is now completing a
doctorate in neuroscience. He lives in New York. www.samharris.org
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Islam and the Future of Tolerance
From the new afterword by the author: Humanity has had a long fascination with
blood sacrifice. In fact, it has been by no means uncommon for a child to be born
into this world only to be patiently and lovingly reared by religious maniacs, who
believe that the best way to keep the sun on its course or to ensure a rich harvest
is to lead him by tender hand into a field or to a mountaintop and bury, butcher, or
burn him alive as offering to an invisible God. The notion that Jesus Christ died for
our sins and that his death constitutes a successful propitiation of a “loving” God is
a direct and undisguised inheritance of the superstitious bloodletting that has
plagued bewildered people throughout history. . .

I Will Always Write Back
"Art of Mentoring" seriesIn the book that he was born to write, provocateur and
best-selling author Christopher Hitchens inspires future generations of radicals,
gadflies, mavericks, rebels, angry young (wo)men, and dissidents. Who better to
speak to that person who finds him or herself in a contrarian position than
Hitchens, who has made a career of disagreeing in profound and entertaining
ways. This book explores the entire range of "contrary positions"-from noble
dissident to gratuitous pain in the butt. In an age of overly polite debate bending
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over backward to reach a happy consensus within an increasingly centrist political
dialogue, Hitchens pointedly pitches himself in contrast. He bemoans the loss of
the skills of dialectical thinking evident in contemporary society. He understands
the importance of disagreement-to personal integrity, to informed discussion, to
true progress-heck, to democracy itself. Epigrammatic, spunky, witty, in your face,
timeless and timely, this book is everything you would expect from a mentoring
contrarian.

The Fire Next Time
Letter To A Christian Nation
Is Christianity rational? Sam Harris, best-selling author of Letter to a Christian
Nation offers a uniquely pointed perspective on Christian America. Mr. Harris views
religion today, on the whole, as a highly negative component of American culture.
R.C. Metcalf presents a compelling counter treatise challenging Mr. Harris' atheist
worldview. Raised in an atheist home and trained in secular universities, Dr.
Metcalf, now both scientist and Christian, speaks out in support of evangelical
Christianity in America. Does faith inhibit honest science? Is Christianity a danger
to society? Are Christian morals irrational? Does evil prove God doesn't exist? Are
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humans good by nature?

Letter to a Christian Nation
In his groundbreaking book, Marc Hauser puts forth a revolutionary new theory:
that humans have evolved a universal moral instinct, unconsciously propelling us
to deliver judgments of right and wrong independent of gender, education, and
religion. Combining his cutting-edge research with the latest findings in cognitive
psychology, linguistics, neuroscience, evolutionary biology, economics, and
anthropology, Hauser explores the startling implications of his provocative theory
vis-à-vis contemporary bioethics, religion, the law, and our everyday lives.

Moral Minds
The New York Times bestselling true story of an all-American girl and a boy from
Zimbabwe -- and the letter that changed both of their lives forever. It started as an
assignment. Everyone in Caitlin's class wrote to an unknown student somewhere in
a distant place. Martin was lucky to even receive a pen-pal letter. There were only
ten letters, and fifty kids in his class. But he was the top student, so he got the first
one. That letter was the beginning of a correspondence that spanned six years and
changed two lives. In this compelling dual memoir, Caitlin and Martin recount how
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they became best friends--and better people--through their long-distance
exchange. Their story will inspire you to look beyond your own life and wonder
about the world at large and your place in it.

Letters to an American Christian
Do religions have an inherent right to be respected? Is atheism itself a form of
religion, and can there be such a thing as a 'fundamentalist atheist'? Are we
witnessing a global revival in religious zeal, or do the signs point instead to
religion's ultimate decline? In a series of bold, unsparing polemics, A.C. Grayling
tackles these questions head on, exposing the dangerous unreason he sees at the
heart of religious faith and highlighting the urgent need we have to reject it in all
its forms, without compromise. In its place he argues for a set of values based on
reason, reflection and sympathy, taking his cue from the great ethical tradition of
western philosophy.

Free Will
This book is enhanced with content such as audio or video, resulting in a large file
that may take longer to download than expected. The Deluxe Illustrated Edition of
a Timeless Classic Now with this enhanced edition, readers can gain additional
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insight through video interviews, audio excerpts and letters from C. S. Lewis. First
published in 1942, The Screwtape Letters has sold millions of copies world-wide
and is recognized as a milestone in the history of popular theology. A masterpiece
of satire, it entertains readers with its sly and ironic portrayal of human life and
foibles from the vantage point of Screwtape, a highly placed assistant to “Our
Father Below.” At once wildly comic, deadly serious, and strikingly original, The
Screwtape Letters is the most engaging account of temptation—and triumph over
it—ever written.

Founding Faith
Fea offers an even-handed primer on whether America was founded to be a
Christian nation, as many evangelicals assert, or a secular state, as others
contend. He approaches the title's question from a historical perspective, helping
readers see past the emotional rhetoric of today to the recorded facts of our past.
Readers on both sides of the issues will appreciate that this book occupies a
middle ground, noting the good points and the less-nuanced arguments of both
sides and leading us always back to the primary sources that our shared American
history comprises.

Christian Nation: A Novel
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Over the last decade, "New Atheists" such as Sam Harris, Richard Dawkins, and
Christopher Hitchens have pushed the issue of atheism to the forefront of public
discussion. Yet very few of the ensuing debates and discussions have managed to
provide a full and objective treatment of the subject. Atheism: What Everyone
Needs to Know provides a balanced look at the topic, considering atheism
historically, philosophically, theologically, sociologically and psychologically.
Written in an easily accessible style, the book uses a question and answer format
to examine the history of atheism, arguments for and against atheism, the
relationship between religion and science, and the issue of the meaning of life-and
whether or not one can be a happy and satisfied atheist. Above all, the author
stresses that the atheism controversy is not just a matter of the facts, but a matter
of burning moral concern, both about the stand one should take on the issues and
the consequences of one's commitment.

An Den Christlichen Adel Deutscher Nation Von Des
Christlichen Standes Besserung
The Creator sat upon the throne, thinking. Behind him stretched the illimitable
continent of heaven, steeped in a glory of light and color; before him rose the black
night of Space, like a wall. His mighty bulk towered rugged and mountain-like into
the zenith, and His divine head blazed there like a distant sun. At His feet stood
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three colossal figures, diminished to extinction, almost, by contrast -- archangels -their heads level with His ankle-bone. When the Creator had finished thinking, He
said, "I have thought. Behold!" He lifted His hand, and from it burst a fountainspray of fire, a million stupendous suns, which clove the blackness and soared,
away and away and away, diminishing in magnitude and intensity as they pierced
the far frontiers of Space, until at last they were but as diamond nailheads
sparkling under the domed vast roof of the universe. At the end of an hour the
Grand Council was dismissed. They left the Presence impressed and thoughtful,
and retired to a private place, where they might talk with freedom. None of the
three seemed to want to begin, though all wanted somebody to do it.

End of Reason
Dedicated as few men have been to the life of reason, Bertrand Russell has always
been concerned with the basic questions to which religion also addresses itself -questions about man's place in the universe and the nature of the good life,
questions that involve life after death, morality, freedom, education, and sexual
ethics. He brings to his treatment of these questions the same courage, scrupulous
logic, and lofty wisdom for which his other work as philosopher, writer, and teacher
has been famous. These qualities make the essays included in this book perhaps
the most graceful and moving presentation of the freethinker's position since the
days of Hume and Voltaire. "I am as firmly convinced that religions do harm as I
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am that they are untrue," Russell declares in his Preface, and his reasoned
opposition to any system or dogma which he feels may shackle man's mind runs
through all the essays in this book, whether they were written as early as 1899 or
as late as 1954. The book has been edited, with Lord Russell's full approval and
cooperation, by Professor Paul Edwards of the Philosophy Department of New York
University. In an Appendix, Professor Edwards contributes a full account of the
highly controversial "Bertrand Russell Case" of 1940, in which Russell was judicially
declared "unfit" to teach philosophy at the College of the City of New York.
Whether the reader shares or rejects Bertrand Russell's views, he will find this book
an invigorating challenge to set notions, a masterly statement of a philosophical
position, and a pure joy to read.

Atheism
What does it mean to be an American Christian? In Letters to an American
Christian, Bruce Riley Ashford, author of One Nation Under God, addresses
overarching issues of the relationship of Christianity and politics, speaks to the way
historic Christian belief informs specific hot-button political issues, and challenges
readers to take seriously both our heavenly and earthly citizenships. Written as a
series of letters to "Christian"—a young college student who is a new
believer—Letters to an American Christian will help every reader think carefully
about how Christianity informs what it means to be an American. In the midst of a
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rapidly changing national and political landscape, Letters to an American Christian
reminds us of two important truths: we cannot afford to shrink away from our
earthly citizenship, and we cannot afford to lose sight of our heavenly citizenship.

The End of Faith: Religion, Terror, and the Future of Reason
Atheism Proves that God does Exist! ATHEISM PROVES THEISM You will apprehend
and embrace Van Til and Bahnsen's Transcendental argument and: * Disprove
Atheism and Agnosticism * Demonstrate that God must exist * Rationally defeat
Sam Harris' Anti-theistic Philosophy * Discover how reason and morality
presuppose God * Press presuppositional Apologetics to confound the Brights
Michael Allen Robinson, a Reformed pastor and teacher at Christ Covenant Bible
School, Las Vegas, Nevada. He has equipped numerous Christians in utilizing
presuppositional apologetics. He is available for speaking and teaching seminars.
800-647-9030. Puritan Presuppositional Press Las Vegas, Nevada

Letter to a Christian Nation
Is there a God? What is the evidence for belief in such a being? What is God like?
Or, is God a figment of human inspiration? How do we know that such a being
might not exist? Should belief or disbelief in God's existence make a difference in
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our opinions and moral choices, in the way we see ourselves and relate to those
around us?These are fundamental questions, and their answers have shaped
individual lives, races, and nations throughout history. On March 24, 1988, at the
University of Mississippi, J.P. Moreland, a leading Christian philosopher and ethicist,
and Kai Nielsen, one of today's best-known atheist philosophers, went head-tohead over these questions.Does God Exist? records their entire lively debate and
includes questions from the audience, the debaters' answers, and the responses of
four recognized scholars - William Lane Craig, Antony Flew, Dallas Willard, and
Keith Parsons. Noted author and philosopher Peter Kreeft has written an
introduction, concluding chapter, and appendix - all designed to help readers
decide for themselves whether God is fact or fantasy.

The Spiritual Danger of Donald Trump
A provocative and fascinating look at new discoveries about the brain that
challenge our ethics The rapid advance of scientific knowledge has raised ethical
dilemmas that humankind has never before had to address. Questions about the
moment when life technically begins and ends or about the morality of genetically
designing babies are now relevant and timely. Our ever-increasing knowledge of
the workings of the human brain can guide us in the formation of new moral
principles in the twenty-first century. In The Ethical Brain, preeminent
neuroscientist Michael S. Gazzaniga presents the emerging social and ethical
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issues arising out of modern-day brain science and challenges the way we look at
them. Courageous and thought-provoking -- a work of enormous intelligence,
insight, and importance -- this book explores the hitherto uncharted landscape
where science and society intersect.

Revelations
“They said what they would do, and we did not listen. Then they did what they said
they would do.” So ends the first chapter of this brilliantly readable counterfactual
novel, reminding us that America’s Christian fundamentalists have been
consistently clear about their vision for a "Christian Nation" and dead serious about
acquiring the political power to achieve it. When President McCain dies and Sarah
Palin becomes president, the reader, along with the nation, stumbles down a
terrifyingly credible path toward theocracy, realizing too late that the Christian
right meant precisely what it said. In the spirit of Philip Roth’s The Plot Against
America, one of America’s foremost lawyers lays out in chilling detail what such a
future might look like: constitutional protections dismantled; all aspects of life
dominated by an authoritarian law called “The Blessing,” enforced by a totally
integrated digital world known as the "Purity Web." Readers will find themselves
haunted by the questions the narrator struggles to answer in this fictional memoir:
"What happened, why did it happen, how could it have happened?"
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The Federalist Papers
Calls for an end to religion's role in dictating morality, demonstrating how the
scientific community's understandings about the human brain may enable the
establishment of secular codes of behavior.

Letter from a Christian Citizen
"The End of Faith articulates the dangers and absurdities of organized religion so
fiercely and so fearlessly that I felt relieved as I read it, vindicated.Harris writes
what a sizable number of us think, but few are willing to say."—Natalie Angier, New
York Times In The End of Faith, Sam Harris delivers a startling analysis of the clash
between reason and religion in the modern world. He offers a vivid, historical tour
of our willingness to suspend reason in favor of religious beliefs—even when these
beliefs inspire the worst human atrocities. While warning against the
encroachment of organized religion into world politics, Harris draws on insights
from neuroscience, philosophy, and Eastern mysticism to deliver a call for a truly
modern foundation for ethics and spirituality that is both secular and humanistic.
Winner of the 2005 PEN/Martha Albrand Award for Nonfiction.

Letter to a Christian Nation
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Conventional wisdom holds that America has been a Christian nation since the
Founding Fathers. But in One Nation Under God, historian Kevin M. Kruse argues
that the idea of “Christian America” is nothing more than a myth—and a relatively
recent one at that. The assumption that America was, is, and always will be a
Christian nation dates back no further than the 1930s, when a coalition of
businessmen and religious leaders united in opposition to the FDR’s New Deal.
With the full support of Dwight Eisenhower in the 1950s, these activists—the
forerunners of the Religious Right—propelled religion into the public sphere.
Church membership skyrocketed; Congress added the phrase “under God” to the
Pledge of Allegiance and made “In God We Trust” the country’s official motto. For
the first time, America became a thoroughly religious nation. Provocative and
authoritative, One Nation Under God reveals how the comingling of money,
religion, and politics created a false origin story that continues to define and divide
American politics today.

The United States a Christian Nation
The culture wars have distorted the dramatic story of how Americans came to
worship freely. Many activists on the right maintain that the United States was
founded as a “Christian nation.” Many on the left contend that the Founders were
secular or Deist and that the First Amendment was designed to boldly separate
church and state throughout the land. None of these claims are true, argues
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Beliefnet.com editor in chief Steven Waldman. With refreshing objectivity,
Waldman narrates the real story of how our nation’s Founders forged a new
approach to religious liberty, a revolutionary formula that promoted faith . . . by
leaving it alone. This fast-paced narrative begins with earlier settlers’ stunningly
unsuccessful efforts to create a Christian paradise, and concludes with the
presidencies of Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and Madison, during which the men
who had devised lofty principles regarding the proper relationship between church
and state struggled to practice what they’d preached. We see how religion helped
cause, and fuel, the Revolutionary War, and how the surprising alliance between
Enlightenment philosophers such as Jefferson and Madison and evangelical
Christians resulted in separation of church and state. As the drama unfolds,
Founding Faith vividly describes the religious development of five Founders.
Benjamin Franklin melded the morality-focused Puritan theology of his youth and
the reason-based Enlightenment philosophy of his adulthood. John Adams’s
pungent views on religion–hatred of the Church of England and Roman
Catholics–stoked his revolutionary fervor and shaped his political strategy. George
Washington came to view religious tolerance as a military necessity. Thomas
Jefferson pursued a dramatic quest to “rescue” Jesus, in part by editing the Bible.
Finally, it was James Madison–the tactical leader of the battle for religious
freedom–who crafted an integrated vision of how to prevent tyranny while
encouraging religious vibrancy. The spiritual custody battle over the Founding
Fathers and the role of religion in America continues today. Waldman provocatively
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argues that neither side in the culture war has accurately depicted the true origins
of the First Amendment. He sets the record straight, revealing the real history of
religious freedom to be dramatic, unexpected, paradoxical, and inspiring. An
interactive library of the key writings by the Founding Father, on separation of
church and state, personal faith, and religious liberty can be found at
www.beliefnet.com/foundingfaith.

Did America Have a Christian Founding?
Explores the New Testament book of Revelation in a historical first-century
context, reinterpreting the book as a scathing attack on the decadence of Rome
that was subsequently adopted by early Christians as a weapon against heresy.

Against All Gods: Six Polemics on Religion and an Essay on
Kindness
What should Christians think about Donald Trump? His policies, his style, his
personal life? Thirty evangelical Christians (listed below) wrestle with these tough
questions. They are Republicans, Democrats, and Independents. They don't all
agree, but they seek to let Christ be the Lord of their political views. They seek to
apply biblical standards to difficult debates about our current political situation.
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Vast numbers of white evangelicals enthusiastically support Donald Trump. Do
biblical standards on truth, justice, life, freedom, and personal integrity warrant or
challenge that support? How does that support of President Trump affect the
image of Christianity in the larger culture? Around the world? Many younger
evangelicals today are rejecting evangelical Christianity, even Christianity itself. To
what extent is that because of widespread evangelical support for Donald Trump?
Don't read this book to find support for your views. Read it to be challenged--with
facts, reason, and biblical principles. With contributions from: Michael W. Austin
Randall Balmer Vicki Courtney Daniel Deitrich Samuel Escobar John Fea Irene
Fowler Mark Galli J. Colin Harris Stephen R. Haynes Matt Henderson Christopher A.
Hutchinson Bandy X. Lee David S. Lim David C. Ludden Ryan McAnnally-Linz
Steven Meyer Napp Nazworth D. Zac Niringiye Christopher Pieper Reid Ribble
Ronald J. Sider Edward G. Simmons James R. Skillen James W. Skillen Julia K.
Stronks Chris Thurman Miroslav Volf Peter Wehner George Yancey

Letter to an Atheist
In this hard hitting and intellectually powerful response to Sam Harris' Letter to a
Christian Nation, Michael Patrick Leahy exposes the intellectual dishonesty behind
Mr. Harris' brand of Christian bashing atheistic evangelism. Leahy points out in
devastating detail the numerous factual misrepresentations in Mr. Harris' book (for
instance, debunking Mr. Harris' outrageous claim that 50% of all Americans believe
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the universe is only 6,000 years old--the facts show the number is 18% at most),
and dismantles the simplistic "solutions" proposed by Mr. Harris. Stop violence by
ending all faith ? Easier to try to stop the ocean tides. Limit the rights of Christians
to participate in the political process ? In the name of "justice" then, Harris would
oppress Christians, creating a world wide second class of citizens. Follow the model
of fascists in Europe in dealing with the threat of Islamic fundamentalism ? Even
fellow atheist Christopher Hitchens calls such a solution repugnant. Seekers of the
truth from all faiths should run, not walk, to their keyboard or local book store and
purchase Michael Patrick Leahy's Letter to an Atheist. Reviews "Finally, a strong
Christian voice addresses the intellectual dishonesty of atheistic evangelism"
Christine Schaub, best selling author of The Longing Season, the story of John
Newton and Amazing Grace "Michael Patrick Leahy skillfully debunks Harris' charge
that serious Christians and Islamic radicals should be equally feared; He also
exposes the bigotry and distortion typically shown by secularists when addressing
Intelligent Design. More importantly, Leahy shows that Harris' proposed utopia, in
which religion is caged and tamed by the secularists, hasalready been shown to
produce a world that most do not care to inhabit." Ralph Seelke, Ph.D. Professor,
Biology University of Wisconsin-Superior "Michael Patrick Leahy's book is a
substantive critique of the work of Sam Harris in Letter to a Christian Nation. Leahy
shows how wrong minded and frankly lopsided Harris' view of reality ends up
being. Good intellectual stuff." Dr. Bob Harrington Lead Pastor of Harpeth
Community Church, Franklin, Tennessee" "A must-read for Christians and nonPage 21/30
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Christians who truly seek the truth about the toughest long-standing issues
confronting humanity. Mr. Leahy has used a logical, step-by-step, reasoned, and
well-referenced approach to engage and refute an attack on Christian positions
and principles. The material is well worth reading and debating. I was especially
impressed by the defense of Christians' track record in opposing slavery. With the
recent public attention to the life and contribution of William Wilberforce, this
chapter could not be more timely." Reginald Finger, MD, MPH Independent medical
researcher About the Author Michael Patrick Leahy is a magna cum laude graduate
of Harvard, and has an MBA from Stanford. His professional career has been in
technology marketing. For more information about the author, go to his website at
http: //www.michaelpatrickleahy.com .

The Moral Landscape
Argues that the increasing power of Christian fundamentalists in American politics
threatens the country's citizens, blames the Bible for promoting intolerance of
other faiths, and describes atheism as "an admission of the obvious."

The Screwtape Letters (Enhanced Special Illustrated Edition)
The physiologist Benjamin Libet famously demonstrated that activity in the brain's
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motor regions can be detected some 300 milliseconds before a person feels that
he has decided to move. Another lab recently used fMRI data to show that some
"conscious" decisions can be predicted up to 10 seconds before they enter
awareness (long before the preparatory motor activity detected by Libet). Clearly,
findings of this kind are difficult to reconcile with the sense that one is the
conscious source of one's actions. The question of free will is no mere curio of
philosophy seminars. A belief in free will underwrites both the religious notion of
"sin" and our enduring commitment to retributive justice. The Supreme Court has
called free will a "universal and persistent" foundation for our system of law. Any
scientific developments that threatened our notion of free will would seem to put
the ethics of punishing people for their bad behaviour in question.In Free Will
Harris debates these ideas and asks whether or not, given what brain science is
telling us, we actually have free will?

The Ethical Brain
Less and less Christian demographically, America is now home to an ever-larger
number of people who say they identify with no religion at all. These non-Christians
have increasingly been demanding their full participation in public life, bringing
their arguments all the way to the Supreme Court. The law is on their side, but that
doesn't mean that their attempts are not met with suspicion or outright hostility. In
Our Non-Christian Nation, Jay Wexler travels the country to engage the nonPage 23/30
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Christians who have called on us to maintain our ideals of inclusivity and diversity.
With his characteristic sympathy and humor, he introduces us to the Summum and
their Seven Aphorisms, a Wiccan priestess who would deck her City Hall with a
pagan holiday wreath, and other determined champions of free religious
expression. As Wexler reminds us, anyone who cares about pluralism, equality, and
fairness should support a public square filled with a variety of religious and
nonreligious voices. The stakes are nothing short of long-term social peace.

Letter from the Birmingham Jail
When you pray, are you talking to a God who exists? Or is God nothing more than
your "imaginary friend," like a playmate contrived by a lonely and imaginative
child?When author Sam Harris attacked Christianity in Letter to a Christian Nation,
reviewers called the book "marvelous" and a generation of readers---hundreds of
thousands of them---were drawn to his message. Deeply troubled, Dr. Ravi
Zacharias knew that he had to respond. In The End of Reason, Zacharias
underscores the dependability of the Bible along with his belief in the power and
goodness of God. He confidently refutes Harris's claims that God is nothing more
than a figment of one's imagination and that Christians regularly practice
intolerance and hatred around the globe. If you found Sam Harris's Letter to a
Christian Nation compelling, the book you are holding is exactly what you need. Dr.
Zacharias exposes "the utter bankruptcy of this worldview." And if you haven't
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read Harris' book, Ravi's response remains a powerful, passionate, irrefutably
sound set of arguments for Christian thought. The clarity and hope in these pages
reach out to readers who know and follow God as well as to those who reject God.

Does God Exist?
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from
the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of
these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this
work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
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Was America Founded as a Christian Nation?
In this dialogue between a famous atheist and a former radical, Sam Harris and
Maajid Nawaz invite you to join an urgently needed conversation: Is Islam a religion
of peace or war? Is it amenable to reform? Why do so many Muslims seem drawn
to extremism? The authors demonstrate how two people with very different views
can find common ground.

The Founding Myth
In "Letter from Birmingham Jail," Martin Luther King Jr. explains why blacks can no
longer be victims of inequality.

Our Non-Christian Nation
Letters to a Young Contrarian
Is America one nation under God? Christian nationalists assert that the US was
founded on Judeo-Christian principles--but is this true? Andrew L. Seidel, an
attorney at the Freedom from Religion Foundation, answers this persistent
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question once and for all, comparing the Ten Commandments to the Constitution
and contrasting biblical doctrine with America's founding philosophy. This
persuasively argued and fascinating book proves that Christian nationalism is, in
fact, un-American.

The Faiths of the Founding Fathers
It is not uncommon to hear Christians argue that America was founded as a
Christian nation. But how true is this claim? In this compact book, David L. Holmes
offers a clear, concise and illuminating look at the spiritual beliefs of our founding
fathers. He begins with an informative account of the religious culture of the late
colonial era, surveying the religious groups in each colony. In particular, he sheds
light on the various forms of Deism that flourished in America, highlighting the
profound influence this intellectual movement had on the founding generation.
Holmes then examines the individual beliefs of a variety of men and women who
loom large in our national history. He finds that some, like Martha Washington,
Samuel Adams, John Jay, Patrick Henry, and Thomas Jefferson's daughters, held
orthodox Christian views. But many of the most influential figures, including
Benjamin Franklin, George Washington, John and Abigail Adams, Jefferson, James
and Dolley Madison, and James Monroe, were believers of a different stripe.
Respectful of Christianity, they admired the ethics of Jesus, and believed that
religion could play a beneficial role in society. But they tended to deny the divinity
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of Christ, and a few seem to have been agnostic about the very existence of God.
Although the founding fathers were religious men, Holmes shows that it was a faith
quite unlike the Christianity of today's evangelicals. Holmes concludes by
examining the role of religion in the lives of the presidents since World War II and
by reflecting on the evangelical resurgence that helped fuel the reelection of
George W. Bush. An intriguing look at a neglected aspect of our history, the book
will appeal to American history buffs as well as to anyone concerned about the role
of religion in American culture.

Why I Am Not a Christian
For the millions of Americans who want spirituality without religion, Sam Harris’s
latest New York Times bestseller is a guide to meditation as a rational practice
informed by neuroscience and psychology. From Sam Harris, neuroscientist and
author of numerous New York Times bestselling books, Waking Up is for the twenty
percent of Americans who follow no religion but who suspect that important truths
can be found in the experiences of such figures as Jesus, the Buddha, Lao Tzu,
Rumi, and the other saints and sages of history. Throughout this book, Harris
argues that there is more to understanding reality than science and secular culture
generally allow, and that how we pay attention to the present moment largely
determines the quality of our lives. Waking Up is part memoir and part exploration
of the scientific underpinnings of spirituality. No other book marries contemplative
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wisdom and modern science in this way, and no author other than Sam Harris—a
scientist, philosopher, and famous skeptic—could write it.
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